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ACQUISITION OF

WEALTH
With billions of dollars at their disposal, the men (and it is
predominantly men) who run hedge funds influence not only
financial markets, but philanthropy and real estate as well.



The Robin Hood Foundation, started by a hedge fund manager in 1988 to fight poverty in New York City, brought in more

than $100 million in just one night during its 2015 spring gala. Such events, with their competitive atmosphere and A-list

celebrity guests, provide a forum to flaunt wealth and connections. The money men are “clearly the stars of these events,

and they deserve to be, as they are raising unbelievable amounts of money,” says Dolly Lenz, a go-to luxury real estate

broker for the hedge fund crowd. “This is a way for them to tell everyone, ‘yeah I made it, yeah I deserve it and here I’m

giving back because I want other people to make it as well.’”

But few things show off success better than multimillion-dollar real

estate deals. New York’s cityscape has been remade as vast amounts

of money return multifamily townhomes to single family mansions

and fund super-tall, ultra-modern city spires. Wish lists include

fabulous views, great provenance of the property and lots of wall

space and high ceilings for art collections, Lenz says. Of primary

importance is the public space seen by guests. “They want people

walking into their apartment to know that this is an amazing

apartment, a one-of-a-kind apartment, a true trophy property,” she

says.



Predictably, fund managers bring the same level of competitiveness and scrutiny to their spending as they do to their

business dealings, Lenz says. They want to know what the property sold for two years ago, what it will sell for in the next

several years, who else is buying in the building and why one floor commands a $1 million price premium over another.

And they are willing to pay up if a truly amazing property comes on the market.

In 2012, Lenz brokered a Greenwich Village building that had once been the

headquarters of a child welfare agency. Instead of selling it as another office

building or retail space for less than $20 million, she reimagined it as a huge

mansion that could sell for more than twice that amount to a “master of the

universe.” By organizing viewings for three hedge fund managers, Lenz created a

bidding war and fulfilled her vision of turning the 1911 limestone-and-brick

building into a luxurious single-family home when one of them decided to buy.

“By and large, these guys are super-grounded and super-careful to make sure that they project that they are grounded,” Lenz

says. “I remember [the buyer] having second thoughts and thinking ‘Wow, do I want to give my three little kids this much at

this age? Will they ever be able to be grounded if this is where we live as our primary residence?’”



But he bought the property anyway—for $45 million.
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A revealing look at the high-stakes
world of hedge funds from the
people who live and breathe it.


